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Abstract: Map-based navigation is a diverse task that stands in contradiction to the goal of
completeness of web mapping services. As each navigation task is different, it also requires and can
dispense with different map information to support effective and efficient wayfinding. Task-oriented
reduction of the elements displayed in a map may therefore support navigation. In order to investigate
effects of map reduction on route recognition and visual attention towards specific map elements,
we created maps in which areas offside an inserted route were displayed as transparent. In a route
memory experiment, where participants had to memorize routes and match them to routes displayed
in following stimuli, these maps were compared to unmodified maps. Eye movement analyses
revealed that in the reduced maps, areas offside the route were fixated less often. Route recognition
performance was not affected by the map reduction. Our results indicate that task-oriented map
reduction may direct visual attention towards relevant map elements at no cost for route recognition.
Keywords: cognitive cartography; empirical cartography; spatial cognition; volunteered geographic
information; landmarks; map pictograms; route memory; recognition; story telling

1. Introduction
In today’s world, human life is accompanied by high mobility. Traveling to unfamiliar regions has
become simple and cheap, increasing the need for navigation in unfamiliar environments. Geographic
information in the form of maps or navigation systems is thus of increasing importance. Modern
web mapping services such as OpenStreetMap, an example of Volunteered Geographic Information
(VGI) [1], and Google Maps provide fairly accurate geographic information at no cost [2,3]. In the
era of smartphones and mobile internet, these map distributers can be used virtually everywhere.
Additionally, navigation apps can support wayfinding in unfamiliar environments.
Besides navigation, maps are often used for telling stories. Television, films, social media,
travelogues, newspapers, and audio books are ubiquitous examples of media used for conveying
stories, demonstrating their high social relevance. As stories often have a spatial component—things
exist and happen in space—maps can be used for this purpose. Today, maps can easily be extended
with other valuable media, such as texts, audio, and video [4–6]. This helps to widen the number of
map genres and to adapt the needs of a spatial story [7].
In both cases—navigation and storytelling—it can be advantageous to focus on the essential
information. Many maps, especially topographic maps, are task-independent. Such maps are created
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to represent the real environment in a most complete way. Thus, they display all information that
complies with the categories provided in the legend or an ontology. As an example, one expects
a city map to contain all streets in the depicted area. Such information might, however, be irrelevant
to the user when performing a certain task. Leaving out unneeded information can have several
consequences. One might assume that reduced maps which do not display all information provide
fewer distractions when navigating. Also, the user of a reduced map might get an impression that
the map is, in fact, incomplete. As a consequence, the user develops an open-world assumption.
Assuming gaps or errors in the map opens the possibility of more flexible use and might aid the map
user when telling a story or being confronted with inaccurate map information. Despite of the assumed
usefulness of reduced maps, potential positive or negative consequences have only been examined in
part so far [7,8].
In this article, we examine in which way the absence of information in a map used for a navigation
task influences our cognition. A reduced map provides less information that distracts the user, but
also less information that provides context to the relevant parts of the map. We focus on the following
two research questions.
RQ1. Does the reduction of map elements towards only the informative parts of the map affect
route memory?
RQ2. Does the reduction of the represented content of a map shift visual attention towards
a displayed route?
For answering these questions, participants were asked to memorize a route in a reduced
map. Thereafter, it was tested how well the participants performed at recognizing the shape of
the route. These results were set into context by a comparison to recognition performance when using
a conventional nonreduced map.
2. Background
Both digital maps and navigation systems enclose a tradeoff based on their design. As mentioned
before, maps are usually task-independent and strive for completeness. Additionally, they allow
users to obtain survey knowledge of their surroundings [9]. However, they also contain a lot of
information that is irrelevant for specific navigation tasks. Studies have shown that the degree
of visual complexity in a map affects performance in map-based memory tasks [10–12]. While
Kuchinke et al. [10] showed that topographic detail improved recognition performance of object
locations in maps, Edler et al. [11–13] found that improvements of memory performance based on
the presentation of additional map elements become less noticeable at exceedingly high levels of map
complexity. Given that visual complexity of stimuli can increase the cognitive load of the perceiver [14],
existence of a tipping point can be presumed where the amount of displayed information is no longer
helpful for map-based memory tasks and distracts from relevant visual elements. Navigation apps on
the other hand are highly task-oriented and, as usual for location-based services (LBS), the displayed
content depends on the context (current position). They support efficient wayfinding in unfamiliar
environments, but they usually visualize only a narrow area around the position of the user. This can
impair orientation and route memory, as distant global landmarks are not displayed [15]. Additionally,
the lack of active interaction with the environment prevents the acquisition of spatial knowledge
about the environment [16]. An ideal navigation aid would therefore combine the strengths of
digital maps and navigation systems—fast and efficient wayfinding, limited cognitive load, focus on
relevant map elements, and a survey view of the environment that supports the formation of survey
knowledge [9,17].
In our experiment, we examine the use of reduced maps adapted to specific use cases in order
to overcome the tradeoffs of maps and navigation systems in wayfinding tasks. When people want
to communicate a route without external aids, they often use sketch maps, hand-drawn maps that
show the whole route at once, but leave out most peripheral elements shown in a “classical” map.
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They are usually incomplete [18–20], i.e., they only contain roads and road sections alongside the
route, and landmarks at decision points [21]. Such sketch maps are a graphical representation of the
task-oriented cognitive map of their creators [22]. These sketch maps seem to be perfectly reduced
to tell the story of how to follow the route to aid route learning and navigation. Therefore, reducing
maps based on sketch map pattern may improve route memory performance.
Based on this assumption, we investigate the possibility to limit the complexity of maps and
the consequential effects on cognitive load. The common cartographic approach for reducing map
complexity is generalization. Generalization describes the process of simplifying boundaries of
map elements and removing seemingly less relevant elements [23]. However, map users may not
recognize task-oriented map generalization instantly, certainly not what elements have been removed.
Consequentially, an open-world assumption will not be generated before the map user is confronted
with a confusing mismatch of the current position and its map representation, e.g., if a small road
is not displayed in the map. Therefore, we apply a different approach by displaying areas offside
of the route transparent. Given that visual attention is affected by the transparency of stimuli [24],
transparent areas offside the route could shift the visual attention of the user towards relevant map
elements, namely the area around the route, while a nongeneralized survey view of the environment
is still available. Eye fixations are reported to indicate visual attention and are therefore commonly
used to assess visual attention towards specific stimulus areas [25–27]. Consequently, investigating eye
fixations on maps using an eye tracker could unveil whether displaying specific map areas transparent
shifts visual attention towards other non-transparent map areas.
If all elements in a map offside a displayed route are invariably displayed transparent, it needs to
be considered that this may also deteriorate positive aspects of a survey map. Especially landmarks
are highly relevant for orientation, navigation and the formation of cognitive maps [28,29] and are
expected to be important elements of navigation stories. Therefore, the display format of landmark
pictograms can affect navigation and route recognition performance [30]. Landmark pictograms in
OpenStreetMap and Google Maps are displayed based on the selected scale of the map. When a small
scale is selected, only few of the deposited landmark pictograms are displayed. At the largest scale, all
deposited landmarks are displayed. Removing or adding such map elements based on map properties
as scale would force the user to rely on other map elements for route recognition, which may in turn
impair recognition performance. In order to assess whether the task-specific reduction of maps and
the display of landmark pictograms affect route perception and recognition, we test the following
hypotheses in our experiment.
Hypotheses 1 (H1). Displaying areas offside of the route transparent does not impair route
recognition performance.
Hypotheses 2 (H2). Displaying areas offside of the route transparent shifts visual attention towards
the route.
Hypotheses 3 (H3). Adding or removing landmark pictograms after the route has been memorized
impairs route recognition performance.
3. Methods
The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The experimental
design has been controlled by the ethics committee of the Faculty of Geosciences at the Ruhr-University
Bochum and was classified as ethically acceptable (13 July 2018).
3.1. Participants
The study sample comprised 69 geography students (30 females, 39 males) of the Ruhr-University
Bochum with normal or corrected vision and no neurological diseases. Their age range was between
18 and 37 years (M = 23.07; SD = 3.45). Participation was rewarded with a payment of 5 EUR.
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Figure 1.
1. Study
Study map
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saw either six reduced or six standard study maps. Participants from both conditions saw three maps
saw either six reduced or six standard study maps. Participants from both conditions saw three maps
with landmark pictograms and three maps without landmark pictograms.
with landmark pictograms and three maps without landmark pictograms.

Additionally, four types of recognition stimuli (examples in Figure 2) were generated for each
Additionally, four types of recognition stimuli (examples in Figure 2) were generated for each
of the six study maps to test whether participants could recognize the correct route shape among
of the six study maps to test whether participants could recognize the correct route shape among
incorrect route shapes. These stimuli had the same size as the study maps. They also contained
incorrect route shapes. These stimuli had the same size as the study maps. They also contained a
a route marked with a red line, a green starting point indicator, and a red destination indicator.
route marked with a red line, a green starting point indicator, and a red destination indicator. The
The recognition stimuli showed no map, but a blank white background. Per study map, at least
recognition stimuli showed no map, but a blank white background. Per study map, at least one of the
four corresponding recognition stimuli contained the same route shape as the study map (correct
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3.3. Procedure
3.3. Procedure
In order to prevent response biases, no information about the study purpose was given to
In order to prevent response biases, no information about the study purpose was given to the
the participants before or during study participation [34,35]. They were told that information
participants before or during study participation [34,35]. They were told that information concerning
concerning the study purpose would be provided after the experiment. Before the experiment started,
the study purpose would be provided after the experiment. Before the experiment started, the
the procedure was explained and the participants gave informed consent. Hereafter, they took a seat
procedure was explained and the participants gave informed consent. Hereafter, they took a seat in
in front of a Tobii TX-300 (300 Hz, 23 inches) eye-tracker monitor that was used to visualize the stimuli.
front of a Tobii TX-300 (300 Hz, 23 inches) eye-tracker monitor that was used to visualize the stimuli.
The distance between the eyes and the monitor was 65 cm.
The distance between the eyes and the monitor was 65 cm.
The experiment consisted of a practice trial and six experimental trials. At the beginning of each
The experiment consisted of a practice trial and six experimental trials. At the beginning of each
trial, a study map was shown for 30 s. During this time, participants had to memorize the route
trial, a study map was shown for 30 s. During this time, participants had to memorize the route
displayed in the map. Participants were presented only maps that belonged to the experimental
displayed in the map. Participants were presented only maps that belonged to the experimental
condition a participant was assigned to (reduced maps or standard maps). Three of these six study
maps shown in the experimental trials were randomly selected to display landmarks while the other
3 maps did not contain landmarks (i.e., within-subject factor ‘study map landmark’ yes or no). The
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condition a participant was assigned to (reduced maps or standard maps). Three of these six study
maps shown in the experimental trials were randomly selected to display landmarks while the
other 3 maps did not contain landmarks (i.e., within-subject factor ‘study map landmark’ yes or no).
The presentation order of the six selected study maps was randomized. After every 30 s study phase,
the four recognition stimuli belonging to the previously shown study map were presented successively,
each for eight seconds. The presentation order and the variant selection of each recognition stimulus
(with or without landmarks) were randomized. The matching of study maps and recognition stimuli
with and without landmarks allowed to compare recognition performance between conditions in
which landmarks were shown only in the study phase, only in the recognition phase, in both phases or
in none of them. After every recognition stimulus presentation, participants had to answer whether the
route displayed in the previous recognition stimulus had exactly the same shape as the route displayed
in the last study map. The answers were given by pressing one of two keyboard keys labeled with
“yes” and “no”.
3.4. Measures
3.4.1. Recognition Performance
Performance in the recognition task was assessed according to the signal detection theory [36]
in the form of hits, misses, correct rejections, and false alarms. If the route shape in a recognition
stimulus matched the route shape in the study map (old stimuli), participants could either correctly
state a match (hit) or wrongly state a mismatch (miss). If the two route shapes did not match (new
stimuli) participants could either correctly state a mismatch (correct rejection) or wrongly state a match
(false alarm). Because of the redundancy in these measures, only the hits and correct rejections were
investigated in the statistical analyses. The misses and false alarms were merely used to calculate d’,
an additional recognition performance measure based on all four response types. The benefit of d’ is
that it puts correct signal detection (hits and correct rejections) and noise responses (misses and false
alarms) in proportion [36,37]. The d’ value increases if the ratio of hits and correct rejection increase.
It decreases if the ratio of misses and false alarms increase. This allows to make statements about
the sensitivity of how well participants discriminate old from new stimuli. For information about d’
calculation see Macmillan & Creelman [38].
3.4.2. Visual Attention
Eye fixation measures have been reported to be related to mental processing of visual
stimuli [27,39]. Therefore, average fixation duration and fixation count inside predefined
Areas-of-Interest (AOIs) were used as measures for visual attention. Two AOIs were placed in each
study map of both experimental conditions (reduced and complete maps). The first AOI covered the
displayed route and the area that was not displayed transparent in the first experimental condition
(reduced maps). The second AOI covered all areas that were not covered in the first AOI (areas
offside the route). This enabled us to compare the visual attention towards the displayed route (AOI
1) and other map areas (AOI 2) between the two experimental conditions. In eye-tracker studies,
completeness of gaze data is an important quality criterion. Droopy eyelids and positioning the head
outside of the tracking area of the eye-tracker may lead to gaze data loss [40]. Such data loss may
cover up important information about visual attention towards specific areas of a stimulus. Therefore,
eye-tracker recordings with massive gaze data loss should be removed from analysis. According to
Bojko [40], a gaze data loss threshold between 10% and 30% may be selected. Based on this suggestion,
we defined a threshold of 25%.
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3.5. Statistics
As our method generated multiple measurements per participant and item, and as visual
inspections revealed that the response variables were skewed, we chose a generalized estimating
equation (GEE) model for our first statistical analysis. The GEE model is an extended version of
the generalized linear models. It can handle correlations of clustered data (repeated measures) and
non-normally distributed response data [41] and can be seen as a robust alternative for multifactorial
ANOVA models. Recognition performance (hits and correct rejections) main effects were calculated for
the between-subject factor (reduced/standard map) and the two within-subject factors (landmarks/no
landmarks in the study maps and the recognition stimuli). Additionally, interaction effects between
the three factors were assessed.
Given that d’ values put correct and incorrect responses into proportion, calculating d’ requires
aggregation of hits, misses, correct rejections, and false alarms across participants and specific
conditions. This undermines the benefit of the GEE model to handle correlations of multiple responses
from the same subjects at the level of single items. The same is true for the visual attention measures,
which generated only one fixation count and average fixation duration value per participant and study
map. In addition, the fixation data did not follow a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, the nonparametric
Mann–Whitney U test was used to compare d’ and eye fixations data between the two map conditions
(reduced/standard map). For the examination of the within-subject effects of landmarks (in study
or recognition stimuli), d’ values and fixation data were analyzed with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests.
Additionally, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare fixation counts and average fixation
durations between the route AOI and the AOI offside the route separately for each map condition
(reduced/standard map).
Unfortunately, not all participant data could be used for the fixation analysis. For six participants,
the eye-tracker could not be calibrated successfully. Seven other participants exceeded the predefined
threshold of 25% gaze data loss. This reduced the sample size of the eye-tracking analyses from 69 to
56 participants.
4. Results
The GEE model that analyzes the hits found no statistically significant differences in the
between-subjects condition (study map condition, p = 0.757), nor regarding the within subjects
conditions (study map landmark condition, p = 0.607; recognition landmark condition, p = 0.324). Also,
no significant interaction effect was found in the GEE (all p-values > 0.089). In contrast, the examination
of the correct rejections revealed a significant effect of the study map landmark condition (p = 0.028).
Correct rejection values were significantly higher when no landmarks were shown in the study map
(see Figure 3, MnoLandmarks = 0.931, MLandmarks = 0.882). No other effect regarding the correct rejections
was significant (study map conditions, p = 0.956; recognition landmark condition, p = 0.457). No
significant interaction effects were observed in the correct rejection data (all p’s > 0.228).
The examination of the discrimination performance measure d’ revealed no differences between
the participant groups (study map condition, U = 641, p = 0.583), the within-subjects effects of study
map landmark condition (W = 1344, p = 0.416), or the recognition landmark conditions (W = 1182,
p = 0.879).
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5. Discussion and Conclusions
5.1. Discussion
The experiment presented above provides insights into how map reading is affected by reducing
the amount of information displayed in a map. In the following, we discuss implications for the
design of maps used in navigation tasks, among others, in respect to landmarks displayed on the
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5. Discussion and Conclusions
5.1. Discussion
The experiment presented above provides insights into how map reading is affected by reducing
the amount of information displayed in a map. In the following, we discuss implications for the design
of maps used in navigation tasks, among others, in respect to landmarks displayed on the map.
Regarding the general research question, two main results were obtained: Learning a route on
a complete map display or with a reduced map that displays areas offside the route transparent did
not affect route recognition memory performance and, in agreement with our first hypothesis, no
behavioral differences were revealed between participants in the complete study map condition or
the reduced study map condition. In other words, reducing the map display to only the significant
‘story’ of a map (in the present study the route) did not improve nor deteriorate performance in a route
learning paradigm. Thus, we found some evidence that route learning does not depend on the distant
or uninformative map regions but indeed on the detail (and also likely on the landmarks, see below)
in the close neighborhood of the to-be-learned route. At first glance, these results seem surprising, as
there is no evidence of an advantage in information processing when participants are forced to focus
on the essential map information [7]. Besides the possibility of methodological factors contributing to
a null effect (like a small number of items in a condition) and the logical difficulties when deriving
inverse assumptions, the results still indicate that it is possible to reduce the map display without
further costs when the task is to recognize a route. This is in agreement with the findings of earlier
studies [8,42]. Meilinger et al. [8] showed that reduction of map complexity did not affect orientation
and even improved wayfinding performance in larger areas. O’Neill [42] also found that high map
complexity may negatively affect wayfinding performance. These studies together with the present
results demonstrate that simplified or reduced maps may support route-based tasks just as well as
a standard map.
The second result refers to the eye-tracking data that is indicative of changes in visual attention.
Here reduced maps clearly led to fewer fixations on map areas offside the route during the study map
condition. This supports our second hypothesis and complements the results of Meilinger et al. [8],
who found that reducing the complexity of a map also reduced the time that participants needed for
studying the map. The difference of fixation counts between the two map conditions is not visible
for the close neighborhood of the route (i.e., in the route AOI). Thus, a reduction of visual input
led to differences in how participants look at the map; not that they spent more fixations on the
route (and its neighborhood)—the pattern changed for the whole map with proportionally more
fixations directed towards the route. As stated before, eye fixations are assumed to indicate mental
processing of stimuli [27,39]. Even though the higher proportion of fixations towards the route did not
directly contribute to better route memory performance in the present study, it seems likely that deeper
processing explains to some extend why a reduced map does not lead to a drop of memory performance.
Summing up, we can partially confirm our hypothesis that the reduction of map complexity shifts
attention towards the route, as proportionally to all fixations on the map, more fixations were targeted
on the route. It seems that users of the reduced map were less prone to distractions by map elements
that are irrelevant to route memory.
Unexpectedly, neither the display of landmark pictograms in the study map, nor removing or
adding landmark pictograms in the recognition stimuli affected route recognition performance (as it
regards the learned old items). Displaying landmark pictograms along the route did not improve route
recognition performance, which stands in contrast to the findings of Tom & Denis [30], who showed
that the display of landmark pictograms in maps improves route recognition. But displaying landmarks
during memory encoding reduced the number of correct rejections. Hence, participants made more
false alarms, i.e., falsely recognized a new route as being learned if landmarks are displayed during
study. While the performance on old items (hits) was not affected by the availability of landmarks
during study or recognition, the significant effect for new routes reveals that landmarks are part
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of the mental representation. Learning on a map with landmarks leads to higher false alarm rates.
Thus, these data are in line with findings by Franke & Schweikart [43], who demonstrate a positive
effect of landmark display on the formation of cognitive maps. They also partially confirm our third
hypothesis that adding or removing landmark pictograms after a route has been learned negatively
affects recognition performance.
5.2. Limitations and Proposed Further Research
The presented study should be regarded as a first step towards the development of more
user-friendly and task-oriented maps. Additional research in this area could give clear instructions
about how maps used for navigation and route learning tasks should be designed.
Possible effects of landmark pictogram display on route recognition may have been inhibited
by the experimental design. The availability of landmark pictograms in both the study maps and
the recognition stimuli was completely randomized. Therefore, participants may have learned after
a few trials that they cannot rely on learning the route based on its relative position to landmark
pictograms, as these may not be available in the recognition phase. In order to assess the effect
of landmark pictograms on route recognition more accurately, availability of landmark pictograms
should be a between-subject factor, or at least consistent across a single trial including study phase
and recognition phase. If the experiment would be adjusted accordingly, we would expect to find
significant results comparable to previous studies [8,42].
The lack of significant results in the recognition task implies that it might have been too easy.
Reducing the presentation time may lead to more distinct recognition performance differences between
the experimental conditions. Furthermore, requesting participants to respond during stimulus
presentation instead of afterwards would allow to use time on task as a measure for task efficiency.
Additional levels of transparency (alpha levels) should be investigated. When lower transparency
levels of areas offside the route are selected, visual attention should approach the pattern of standard
maps as the map complexity increases. If map areas offside the road are on the other hand completely
removed, a radical change of visual attention and recognition performance may occur. In this case,
visual attention would be expected to only focus on the route and potentially displayed landmarks, as
no other objects would be available offside the route. The question remains whether route recognition
performance would still remain stable with such radical map reduction, as the amount of visual anchors
inside the map would be massively reduced to the close neighborhood of the to-be-learned route.
There are additional aspects beyond route recognition performance and visual attention that
could be affected by map reduction. As shown by Dutta-Bergman [44], trust in information is affected
by its completeness. This raises the question whether map reduction can affect the credibility of the
map, because users expect relevant information to be missing. Obviously missing map elements
could on the other hand also, as mentioned in the introduction, lead to an open-world assumption.
Being aware of the incompleteness of the map could lead to a higher flexibility when representations
of real-world objects in the map are inaccurate or unexpectedly missing [7]. Therefore, deliberately
activating an open-world assumption via directly recognizable map reduction may be advantageous if
the accuracy and completeness of map information cannot be guaranteed. Effects of map reduction
and the activation of an open-world assumption on trust in the displayed content and the use of
inaccurate and incomplete information could be investigated by confronting people with deliberately
incomplete and inaccurate maps of familiar environments.
Additional focus might also be set on the impact of storytelling on route memory and navigation
performance. As Bellezza et al. [45] demonstrated, generating story mnemonics with to-be-learned
objects improves memory performance. Such a storytelling approach could also be incorporated
into the present study design: In the landmark condition, there was a landmark pictogram close to
each decision point of all routes. Effects of storytelling on route recognition could be investigated by
comparing results of our study design with maps where the same landmark symbol is shown at each
decision point of all routes. If the effects of map reduction and landmark placement on navigation
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performance and map credibility are better understood, maps could be designed in a way that supports
wayfinding efficiently and effectively without sacrificing the users’ trust.
5.3. Summary
The present study was targeted at assessing the effects of map reduction and landmark display on
route recognition and visual attention. We were able to demonstrate that reducing a map by displaying
map areas offside a route transparent does not affect route recognition performance. However, reducing
the map shifted proportionally more fixations towards a displayed route. Presenting incongruent
information by removing or adding landmark pictograms after a route had been memorized only
affected recognition performance of new stimuli (correct rejections and false alarms), but not of old
stimuli (hits and misses), which we argued to be affected by our experiment design. Overall, our
findings indicate that task-oriented reduction of map complexity is a feasible approach to reduce
the cognitive load of the user without compromising route recognition. Besides navigation apps,
other map-based LBS as point of interest locators may benefit from our results. However, further
research concerning map reduction levels, completeness, landmark display, and their effects on
orientation and navigation performance is required for gaining a deeper understanding of how to
design task-oriented maps.
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